


THE MANUAL THAT NEVER 
CAME WITH YOUR TEAM

Improving your team’s performance by 
understanding yourself and your team 

better using the Enneagram

By Ellen Edwards 



Picture This...

You’re having a team meeting. 
Around the table are nine of your employees and you’re 
having a discussion around the implementation of the 
new accounting package in the finance department. You 
had a call from the CFO and he is not happy. Your 
senior business analyst ruffled some feathers while 
doing business requirements with the finance staff. It 
became so bad that threats of getting HR involved and 
laying grievances have been made. You called the 
meeting to sort out the issue around the project and to 
confirm the behaviour expected from everyone in the 
IT department. But your meeting is not going so well. 
The project manager just screamed at a developer and 
the said business analyst has stormed out the room. The 
new recruit looks as though she’s about to burst into 
tears and the bright young millennial graduate is playing 
Hitman Go on his phone. You decide to call it a day and 
as you walk back to your office you seriously 
contemplate that early retirement you were dreaming 
about; if only you’d pick the winning numbers.



Every day, leadership of organisations battle with their 
people. Whether it’s a battle of will, battle of thoughts, or 
just a good old-fashioned battle for power, it’s safe to say 
that on any given day, you walk away from the office 
feeling battered and bruised, even if you were just a 
witness to the carnage. Working in an IT department with 
what the older generation would affectionately call the 
“computer nerds” would be the battle of all battles. More 
often than not, their technical skills far outweigh their 
people skills and the mere idea of speaking to other 
people makes them run for the nearest fire escape.  Yet, 
with the trend of IT working more closely with the rest of 
the business than ever before, it has become imperative 
for IT staff to learn to play well with others, inside and 
outside of their team. 

A quick fix would be the latest EQ course advertised by 
Courses-R-Us, but when it comes to the personal growth 
and the development of soft skills, continued practice is 
required rather than a once-off implementation. 
Furthermore, a two-day training course is not going to 
give you or your team knowledge to know how you 
operate. To know what’s going to trigger a negative 
response and to know what to expect and what not to 
expect from each other, is a little harder to unearth.  Enter 
the Enneagram. 



The Enneagram is a tool for understanding personality 
types, in particular, your own personality. It’s a set of 
character structures that reflect habits of thinking, feeling, 
and behaving and creates meta-awareness at an individual 
and team level, and uncovers the focus and patterns that 
subconsciously drive and motivate us to act in certain 
ways. It is a useful guide, or manual if you will, on the 
journey towards self-development, relationship building, 
conflict resolution and improvement of team dynamics. 
 What sets the Enneagram apart from other personality 
tests is that it is not simply a set of boxes, or categories, to 
classify individuals and then make sweeping observations 
about their collective behaviour. The complexities and 
permutations of the different dimensions create a different 
nuance to every type, which results in people behaving 
differently even though they are of the same basic type. It 
creates more of a chart or visual path for understanding 
ourselves and others and it varies vastly from person to 
person. 



In laymen’s terms, Enneagram explains why we behave the 
way we do. Thinking back to your meeting, wouldn’t it be 
nice to understand why the business analyst got annoyed 
with the finance staff in the first place? Wouldn’t it be nice 
to understand why the project manager is screaming, why 
the new recruit is tearful and why the millennial is playing 
games? Above all, wouldn’t it be nice to understand why all 
of this has the effect on you that it does? When you (and 
your team) look deeply within your own characters, you 
can clarify relationships between each other. That insight 
quickly turns to compassion to see through the eyes of 
others and to feel the pressure of their emotional life, 
because when you take on others’ outlook, their 
perspective is right.  
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Type One – The Strict Perfectionist 

Focus of attention: 
- Searching for perfection. Avoiding error and evil. 
- Conscientious. High moral character. 
- Think right. Should, must, and ought to. 
- Do right. Emphasize the practical virtues: work, thrift, honesty and    
   effort. 
- Be right. Severe internal critic. An internal judging voice. 
- Compulsive workload can block out unacceptable feelings. 
- Anger caused by unmet needs. Self-denial generates resentment.         
   Not aware of own anger.  (“I must be energetic today.”) 
- Worry in decision making. Afraid to make a mistake. 
- This focus of attention ensures an ethical and moral life. It can also    
    lead to: 
    ~ One-right-way thinking: right or wrong, black or white. No greys. 
    ~ Superb powers of criticism. An intuitive sense of how perfect 
       things could be.  

Earn love by being perfect. Worrying about getting 
it right. Measuring up to the highest standards. 
Finding an ethical platform on which to build your 
life. Thinking centres on should, must, and ought to. 
We should have a faultless relationship. We must 
have a spotless record at work. At its best, the 
commitment to goodness serves as a humane guide to 
improvement. In self-defence, Ones often feel morally 
superior by finding fault with others.  



Type Two – The Considerate Helper 

Earn love by being helpful. Managing other people’s 
lives. Supporting and pleasing intimates. The power 
behind the throne at work. Different aspects of self 
emerge to meet the needs of others. A self for the 
team, a self for the boss, many selves for private lives. 
At its best, this giving is altruistic and generous. As a 
defence gesture, giving is geared to get something in 
return. 

Focus of attention: 
- Gaining approval. Adapting to please others. Avoiding own needs. 
- Pride in being needed. Being central in people’s lives. Being                    
   indispensable. 
- A sense of having many different selves to meet the needs of others. 
- Confusion arises between the different selves. “Which one is really    
     me?” 
- Hard to recognise own needs. Needs are met by helping other              
   people. 
- Wanting freedom. Feeling confined by support given to others. 
- Self-presentation alters to meet the needs of others. This way of          
   paying attention can lead to: 
   ~ Empathic emotional connections or: 
   ~ Adaptation to the wishes of others as a way of gaining or retaining  
      their love.  



Type Three – The Competitive Achiever 

Win love through achievement and image. Doing 
things with the family. High-powered and high- 
profile at work. Sensitive to status. Wanting to 
be first, to lead, to be seen. Emanating an 
impressive façade. Work is the area of interest; 
feelings are suspended while the job gets done. 
At its best, the performance orientation produces 
effective leadership. As a means of defence, image is 
tailored to bolster personal success. 

Focus of attention: 
- Achievement, productiveness, and performance. Goals, tasks, and        
   results. 
- Competition and efficiency. Avoiding failure. 
- Poor access to emotional life. Heart is in work. 
- Convergent thinking. A multitrack mind focused on a single product  
   or goal. 
- “I am what I do.” Confusion between the real self and one’s job or        
    role. 
- Learning to “do” feelings. Doing the look and learning the lines. 
- Chameleon. Changing roles and changing image. 
- This way of paying attention can maximise success. It also leads to: 
    ~ Self-deception. Beginning to believe the public image. 



Type Four – The Intense Creative 

Longing for love at a distance, feeling disappointed 
when love is near at hand. We used to be connected, 
now it doesn’t feel right. We had it once. Where did it 
go? Lifelong searching for heart connection: 
attraction, hate, high drama, pain. Elegant lifestyles, 
unique presentation, a distinctive career, creative 
business views. At its best, the passionate quest leads 
to depth of feeling. As a posture, dramatic moods 
make Fours too precious for ordinary life. 

Focus of attention: 
- Wanting what is unavailable, far away and hard to get. Avoiding the  
    ordinary. 
- Mood, manners, luxury, good taste, hedge low self-esteem. 
- Attracted to the mood of melancholy. The flavour of longing. 
- Disdaining ordinary life, the “flatness of ordinary feelings.” 
- Aping up ordinary life through loss, fantasy, artistic connection, and  
   dramatic acts. Drama kings and queens. 
- Push-pull relationships. Wanting the best of what is missing. Push it  
   away when it is available again. This alternating focus reinforces: 
    ~ Feelings of abandonment and loss, but also lends itself to: 
    ~ Emotional sensitivity and depth. An ability to support others            
       during pain and crisis. 



Type Five – The Quiet Specialist 

Focus of attention: 
- Preoccupied with privacy and non-involvement. 
- Storing knowledge and essentials for survival. Avoiding emptiness. 
- Tightening the belt to maintain independence. Making do with less. 
- Valuing emotional control. Preferring structured events, known          
    agenda and time. 
- Compartments. Keeping the departments of life separate from each    
    other. Predetermined slots for emotionally charged events. 
- The power of knowing. Analytic systems and special information.      
    Wanting the keys to the way the world works. Figuring out feelings. 
- Confusing spiritual nonattachment with the need to detach from          
    emotional pain. 
- Watching life from the point of view of an outside observer. This        
   way of paying attention can lead to: 
    ~ Feeling isolated from the events of one’s own life or an ability to: 
    ~ Assume a detached point of view that is unaffected 
       by fear or desire. 

Detached from love and charged emotion. 
Needing privacy to discover what they feel. 
Separated from people in public, feeling more 
emotional when they’re by themselves. 
Fives like protected work environments, no
interruptions, limited windows of contact, and 
agendas announced in advance. At its best, the 
detached stance produces reliable, clear-minded 
analysis. As a psychological strategy, detachment
minimises contact. 



Type Six – The Loyal Sceptic 

Focus of attention: 
- Procrastinating. Thinking replaces doing. Avoiding action. 
- High goals, often with a history of incompletion. 
- Anxiety peaks with success. Success equals exposure to hostile            
   forces. 
- Amnesia about success and pleasure. 
- Authority problems. Either submitting to or rebelling against                
   authority. 
- Suspecting other people’s motives, especially authorities’. 
- Identifying with the underdog causes. Leading the opposing party. 
- Afraid to recognise own anger. Afraid of other people’s anger. 
- Scepticism and doubt. Buddhist “doubting mind.” 
- A mental “Yes, but…” or “This may not work.” 
- Scanning the environment for clues to explain the inner sense of        
   threat. 
- This way of paying attention will confirm that: 
   ~ The world is a threatening place, but also leads to: 
   ~ Recognising the motives and hidden agendas that influence 
      relating. 

Questioning love and a rosy future. Afraid to 
believe and be betrayed. Do you still want me? Will 
my work flourish? Is this certain? Should I doubt? 
Loyal in love. Sixes turn to their inmates for
reassurance. Mistrusting authority, they ask hard 
questions at work. Well used, a questioning mind 
produces clarity of purpose. As a life stance, inner 
doubt interferes with progress. 



Type Seven – The Enthusiastic Visionary 

Entitled to love and to be well regarded. 
Expecting projects to come out right. Love and 
work should be adventures. Wanting to lead a 
fabulous life. The best part of love is initial 
attraction. The best part of work is a brilliant 
idea. Brainstorming, planning, opening options. 
A positive future, an exciting career. At its best, 
the adventurous approach conveys its 
enthusiasm to others. As a self-serving tactic, 
the attraction to pleasure is a way to escape 
from pain.  

Focus of attention: 

- Stimulation. New and interesting things to do. Wanting to stay high.    
   Avoiding pain. 
- Maintaining multiple options. Hedging commitment to a single              
   course of action. Fearing limitation. 
- Replacing deep or painful feelings with a pleasant alternative.                
   Escaping to mental pleasure. Talking, planning, and intellectualising. 
- Charm as a first line of defence. Fearing types who move forward        
    into friendly contact with people. Avoiding conflict by going                
    through the cracks. Talking one’s way out of trouble. 
- A way of paying attention that relates and systematises information    
   so that commitments come with loopholes and options. This style of    
   attention can lead to: 
   ~ Rationalised escapism from a difficult or limiting commitment or: 
   ~ The ability to find connections, parallels, and unusual fits. A talent    
       for nonlinear synthesis of information. 



Type Eight – The Active Controller 

Expressing love through protection and power. 
Liking the truth that comes out in a fight. 
Pushing for contact. At ease with anger. 
Standing up for your people. Securing the 
bunker at work. Gravitating to positions of 
authority and control, Eights set the rules in 
love and business life. At its best, the take- 
charge stance develops leaders who use their 
power wisely. As a power stance, the best 
defence is a good offence.  

Focus of attention: 
- Controlling possessions and personal space. 
- Concerned about justice and power. Avoiding weakness. 
- Excessive self-presentation – too much, too loud, too many. 
- Impulse control. Needing to set limits. 
- Difficulty in recognising dependency needs and softer emotions. 
- Boundary issues. Learning the difference between self-defence and    
   aggression. 
- Denying other points of view in favour of the “truth.” Confusing          
    objective truth with a subjective opinion that serves own agenda. 
- An “all-or-nothing” style of attention, which tends to see the                  
   extremes of a situation. People seem to be either fair or unfair, either  
   warriors or wimps, with no middle ground. This style of attention        
   can lead to: 
   ~ Unconsciously denying personal weakness or: 
   ~ Exercising appropriate force in the service of others. 



Type Nine – The Adaptive Peacemaker 
Merging with loved ones, losing boundaries. Taking 
on their point of view. Becoming stubborn instead 
of getting angry. Sitting on the fence. “I didn’t say no, 
but I’m not sure I agree with you.” Nines can relate 
to all sides of an argument, which derails their own 
agenda. “Yes” means “Yes, I’m reflecting your 
opinion.” “Maybe” could possibly mean “No.” At its 
best, the merging habit offers genuine support. As a 
protective measure, adopting many points of view 
cushions commitment to any one of them. 

Focus of attention: 
- Replacing essential needs with unessential substitutes. 
- Comforting self with unessential pleasures. Avoiding conflict. 
- Ambivalence about personal decisions. “Do I agree or disagree?”          
   Seeing all sides of the question. Decisions are easy when not                  
   personally loaded, for example, emergency actions or political            
   opinions. 
- Postponing change by repeating familiar solutions. Acting through    
   habit. Ritualism. There’s plenty of time. It can wait until tomorrow. 
- Hard to initiate change. Easier to know what you don’t want than        
   what you do.
- Can’t say no. Hard to separate. Hard to be the one to go. 
- Damping physical energy and anger. Diverting energy to trivia.            
   Delayed reaction time for anger. Passive aggression. Anger equals      
   separation. 
- Control by going stubborn. Do nothing. Wait it out. Control by using  
    time. Wait some more. 
- Paying attention to other people’s agendas which leads to: 
    ~ Difficulty in forming a personal position, but also develops: 
    ~ The ability to recognise and support what is essential to 
       other people’s lives. 



The Types At Work 
Each of the nine types displays a set of characteristics in the 
workplace allowing us to determine what type of leadership 
style they have, how they participate as an employee and how 
they operate in a team environment. We are able to determine 
what their classic conflict patterns look like and how conflict 
can be resolved. Knowing what makes the team member tick 
allows for them to be assigned tasks at which they will thrive, 
and allows for leaders to get the most out of their people and 
have job satisfaction; productivity and engagement go 
through the roof. 

The Team Dynamics At Play 
Taking the different personality of all the team members into 
consideration, the personality of the team as an entity on its 
own is uncovered. How does the team think as a unit? How 
does the team act as a unit? What type of feelings are 
displayed as a team? And how does each member contribute 
to the effectiveness of the team? Delving into this allows for 
communication to be improved while also developing a new 
language framework for team dynamics. Team behaviour can 
be formalised and expectations for all members defined.
Understanding the team and the different personalities at play 
allows for the creation of tolerance of others while reducing 
judgement and criticism. The team can move beyond a 
pattern of blaming conflict on personality differences and 
work together to improve overall team productivity.  



A Different Perspective 
Systems thinking is a way to understand the relationship of 
parts rather than focusing on the parts themselves. When we 
focus on relationships, we can often solve problems more 
effectively than if we just hone in on a part. It can assist 
people in the team to deal with problems in a holistic way 
rather than just blindly focusing on what might be assumed to 
be the problem.  The Enneagram can also be used as an 
effective systems diagnostic tool and can be used to solve the 
team’s challenges. 

When we combine these nine processes, we realise that they 
are all interdependent and essential if a team is to flourish. 
Some people will be more competent and inclined to focus on 
specific processes but, ultimately, the team will need to ensure 
that all are present within the business systems.  



Any team consists of a group of individuals working 
together and as such the optimisation of the individual 
and team behaviour and outputs contribute significantly 
to the overall success and effectiveness of the team. If 
you would like to receive the in-depth “Manual That 
Never Came With Your Team,” then be sure to contact 
me, Ellen, by emailing me at ellen@emediate.co.za or 
calling 082 940 2486.


